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[57] ABSTRACT 
A leg rest arrangement for wheelchairs of the type in 
which a foot rest is pivotally mounted on a supporting 
member and movable from a foot rest position to a 
closed position. There is provided a leg support 
spaced vertically from the foot rest for supporting the 
back of the leg of the user when the foot is resting on 
the foot rest. The leg support is operatively connected 
with the foot rest so that when the foot rest is pivoted 
to the closed position the leg support is also pivoted to 
the closed position and is compactly and closely adja~ 
cent to the foot rest in the closed position. 

10 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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FOOT SUPPORT FOR WHEELCHAIRS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
This‘invention relates to the wheelchair art and more 

particularly, to an improved folding leg rest for a 
wheelchair. 

2. Description of the Prior Art , 
Leg rests for wheelchairs have long been utilized for 

supporting‘ the legs of the person utilizing the wheel 
chair. In some of the prior art leg rests, there have been 
incorporated a foot rest that is pivotally mounted on a 
supporting member. The foot rest, in many applica 
tions, is pivotally movable from a horizontal position 
wherein the foot rests upon the upper surface thereof 
to a vertical position where it is adjacent the supporting 
member. The folded position is also desired in such 
wheelchairs for convenience in folding the entire 
wheelchair, in those wheelchairs that are foldable, and 
also for cOnvenienee in storing and moving the chair 
when a patient is not utilizing the wheelchair. 
For many persons utilizing a wheelchair, such as 

those whose lower extremities are paralyzed, including 
paraplegics, quadraplegics and the ‘like, in addition to 
a rest for the foot there is often required a supporting 
member for the back of the leg when the foot is resting 
upon the foot rest so that the leg itself is not jarred from 
its position on the foot rest. Obviously, since muscular 
control of the lower extremities is lacking in such pa 
tients, the leg must be appropriately supported. This is 
particularly necessary where the wheelchair is utilized 
by such persons whose lower extremities are paralyzed, 
the wheelchair is utilized in ambulatory activities such 
as along sidewalks, over curbs and the like. Encounter 
ing depressions, ridges or the like on the surface upon 
which the wheelchair is moving can often jostle or jar 
the leg loose from the foot rest. 
Certain prior art wheelchairs have incorporated a leg 

support adjacent to the foot rest but such prior art leg 
supports have not proven to be completely satisfactory. 
For example, either they were rigidly attached to the 
main supporting member or, if movably attached, re 
quired a separate operation for folding them to a closed 
position either before or after the foot support had 
been moved to a closed position. The additional activi 
ties for separately opening and closing the leg support 
and the foot support has often proven to be inconve 
nient for such paraplegics and thus, there has long been 
needed a leg support for a wheelchair that is articulated 
to move with the foot rest between a closed position 
and an open position. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved leg rest arrangement for a 
wheelchair. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved leg rest for a wheelchair in which 
both a foot rest and a leg support are incorporated. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide an improved leg rest arrangement for a wheel 
chair in which the leg support is operatively connected 
to the foot rest so that movement of the foot rest be 
tween a closed and an open position automatically 
moves the leg support between an open and a closed 
position. 
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2 
It is another object of the present invention to pro 

vide a leg rest arrangement for a wheelchair in which 
the leg support is closely adjacent to the foot rest when 
the leg support and foot rest are in the closed position. 
The above and other objects of the present invention 

are'achieved, according to a preferred embodiment, by 
providing a leg rest arrangement for a wheelchair in 
which a main support is incorporated on the wheel 
chair. The main support may be either permanently or 
detachably coupled to the wheelchair as desired. 
The main support has a ?rst axis extending in a ?rst 

preselected direction and is provided with a pivot arm 
adjacent a bottom end thereof extending outwardly 
therefrom. The pivot arm has a second axis extending 
in a second direction different from the ?rst direction. 
A foot rest is pivotally mounted on the pivot arm and 
in an open position extends outwardly therefrom to 
provide a foot rest surface upon which the patient uti 
lizing the wheelchair may rest the foot. 
A sleeve means is mounted on the main support 

member and is adapted to move in axial directions in 
the ?rst preselected direction thereon as well as in ro 
tary directions around the main suppport member. 
Thus, the sleeve moves reciprocatingly in the ?rst pre~ 
selected direction and also rotationally about the first 
axis of the main support member. 
A leg support means is coupled to the sleeve means 

and extends outwardly therefrom. For the foot rest in 
the open position, the leg support means outwardly 
substantially parallel to the foot rest means and aligned 
with the rear edge thereof and spaced a preselected dis 
tance therefrom. The preselected distance is on the 
order of, for example, six inches so that the leg support 
engages the leg of the patient approximately six inches 
from the bottom of the heel of the patient. 
A control arm having a preselected configuration has 

I a first end coupled to the sleeve means and a second 
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end extending downwardly and outwardly over'the foot 
rest means. An engagement means which, for example, 
may be a pivotally mounted eye means, is coupled to 
the foot rest surface of the foot rest means and the sec 
ond end of the control arm passes through the eye 
means. The shape of the control arm is, in a preferred 
embodiment, arcuate and is selected so that movement 
of the foot rest means between the open and closed po 
sitions thereof moves the sleeve means. Thus, during 
the movement of the foot rest means from the open to 
the closed position the control arm is moved by the en 
gagement means and thus the sleeve means is moved 
upwardly in axial directions along the first support 
member and rotatably about the first axis of the first 
support member so that the leg support is rotated into 
an aligned position in a plane substantaially parallel to 
the plane of the foot rest means. Similarly, upon open 
ing the foot reset from the closed position to the open 
position the control arm is pulled downwardly and ro 
tates inwardly so that the leg support assumes the open 
position as above described. 

If required, in certain applications of the present in 
vention, tabs are provided on the sleeve means to en 
gage the pivot arm in the open position of the leg sup 
port so that inadvertent rotation of the leg support does 
not occur. _ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other embodiments of the present in 
vention may be more fully understood from the follow 
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ing detailed description taken together with the accom 
panying drawings wherein similar reference characters 
refer to similar elements throughout and in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a preferred embodi 

ment of the present invention in the open position; 
FIG. 2 is a view along the line 2—-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a view along the line 3—-3 of FIG. 2; 

‘ FIG. 4 is a sectional view along the line 4-4 of FIG. 
3; 
FIG. 5 illustrates an engagement means useful in the 

practice of the present invention; 
FIG. 6 illustrates the preferred embodiment of the 

present invention in the closed position; and 
FIG. 7 is a view along the line 6—6 of FIG. 6. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to the drawings, there is shown in FIG. 
1 a perspective view of the structure associated with an 
improved leg rest arrangement and generally desig 
nated 10. The structure of the improved leg rest ar 
rangement 10 is generally mounted on a main support 
member 12 having an upper end 14 and a lower end 16. 
The upper end 14 as shown in FIG. 1 is of the type that 
allows the leg rest arrangement 10 to be detachably 
coupled to a wheelchair. This type of structure for de 
tachably coupling the leg rest arrangement 10 to the 
wheelchair is the type of coupling often utilized in the 
wheelchairs manufactured by Everest and Jennings, 
Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. However, it will be appreci 
ated that any. type of attachment to the wheelchair may 
be utilized as desired and the particular type of cou 
pling, whether permanent or detachable, does not form 
a part of the present invention. 
The main support member 12 has a first axis 18 ex 

tending in a first preselected direction as indicated by 
the arrow 20. 
Adjacent the lower end 16 of the main support 12 

there is provided a pivot arm 22 having a pivot axis 24 
and the pivot arm 22 extends outwardly from the main 
support 12. The pivot axis 24 extends in a second direc 
tion different than the'?rst direction. 
A foot rest means 26 is pivotally mounted on the 

pivot arm 22 for rotation about the pivot axis 24 in di 
rections indicated by the arrow 28 between the open 
position shown in FIG. 1 and a closed position de 
scribed below. i 

A foot rest means 26 generally is provided with a foot 
rest surface 30 upon which the person utilizing the 
wheelchair rests the foot. The foot rest means 26 also 
has a bottom surface 32, a pivot edge 34 and an outer 
edge 36 that is spaced a preselected distance from the 
pivot edge 34. The preselected spacing, of course, is 
that deemed necessary to provide an adequate support 
ing surface for the foot of the patient utilizing the 
wheelchair. A forward edge 38 and a back edge 40 ex 
tend between the pivot edge 34 and outer edge 36. 
FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the drawing show the leg rest 

arrangement 10 in the open position and FIGS. 6 and 
7 of the drawing show the leg rest 10 in the closed posi 
tion. 
The structure so far described above, is of the type 

often utilized in wheelchairs manufactured by the 
above-mentioned Everest and Jennings, Inc. of Los An 
geles, Calif. According to the present invention, an im 
provement is made for cooperative action with this 
structure to provide the improved leg support means 
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when utilized in conjunction with the type of foot rest 
described above. That is, the present invention cooper 
atively acts with the above-described type of pivoting 
foot rest means 26 to provide a unitary leg rest arrange 
ment. 

A sleeve means 42 is mounted on the main support 
12 and is adapted to move reciprocatingly in the ?rst 
direction of the ?rst axis 18, as indicated by the arrow 
20, as well as having rotational movement about the 
?rst axis 18 in the direction indicated by the arrow 44. 
The sleeve means 42 has a lower end 46 that is adjacent 
the pivot arm 22 and an upper end 48 ‘that is spaced 
therefrom. 
A leg support means 50 is coupled to the sleeve 

means 42 in regions adjacent the upper end 48 thereof 
and moves in both reciprocating and rotational move 
ments therewith. The leg support means 50 has an 
outer end 52 and an inner end 54 spaced therefrom. 
The inner end 54 is coupled to the sleeve means 42. In 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, the 
leg support means 50, for the open position shown in 
FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4, is spaced approximately 6 inches 
from the foot rest surface 30 of the foot rest surface 26. 
Further, in order to provide more comfortable support 
for the leg of the patient utilizing the improved leg rest 
arrangement 10, it is preferred that the leg support 
means 50 be slightly concave towards the forward edge 
38 of the foot rest means 26, as shown most clearly in 
FIG. 4. Thus, for the position shown in-FIGS. l, 2, 3 
and 4, the heel of the patient utilizing the wheelchair 
to which the improved leg rest arrangement 10 is cou 
pled is adjacent the rear edge 40 of the foot rest means 
26 and the leg support 50 is spaced approximately 6 
inches above that. Thus, for those patients who are par 
alyzed in the lower extremities, the leg support 50 pro 
vides a spaced apart support arrangement in combina 
tion with the foot rest means 26 so that the foot is not 
inadvertently displaced from the foot rest 26 when the 
wheelchair travels over bumps, curbs, ridges or the 
like. 
The top edge 54 of the leg support 50,‘ in the pre 

ferred embodiment of the leg rest arrangement 10, is 
substantially aligned with the top edge 48 of the sleeve 
means 42. The bottom edge 56 of the leg support 
means 50 is substantially parallel to the top edge 54 

_ thereof and is spaced approximately one inch there 
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from so that the width of the leg support means 50 is 
approximately one inch. The length between the outer 
end 52 and inner end 54 of the leg support means, in 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, is ap 
proximately 6 inches which is approximately the same 
length as the length between the pivot edge 34 and 
outer edge 36 ofthe leg support means 26. It will be ap 
preciated, however, that variations in these dimensions 
may be made to achieve any desired geometrical rela 
tionship between the portions of the structure. 
The sleeve means 42 is also provided with an antiro 

tation means, designated 58, to prevent inadvertent ro 
tation about the axis 18 of the main support 12 when 
the leg support 50 is in the open position. In the pre 
ferred embodiment of the leg rest arrangement 10, the 
anti-rotation means may generally comprise a pair of 
tab means 60 and 62 extending outwardly from the 
sleeve means 20 adjacent the lower end 46 thereof and 
engaging the pivot arm 22. 
As noted above, the foot rest means 26 is pivotally 

mounted for rotation about the pivot arm 22, in the the 
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directions indicated by the arrow 28, between the open 
position, shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the closed 
position, shown in FIGS. 6 and 7. In order to provide 
a more convenient and unitary structure, the present 
invention incorporates operative means connecting the 
sleeve means 42 with the foot rest means 26 so that a 
single movement of the foot rest means 26 between the 
open position and the closed position simultaneously 
moves the leg support 50 between the open position 
and closed position thereof. 
As shown, in FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4, in the open position, 

the leg support 50 is substantially aligned with the rear 
edge 40 of the foot rest means 26 and extends out 
wardly from the sleeve means 42 a distance approxi 
mately equal to the width of the foot rest means 26. 

In order to achieve the cooperative interaction be 
tween the foot rest means 26 and the sleeve means 42 
there is provided a control arm 64 having preselected 
con?guration which, for the preferred embodiment 10, 
is arcuate and the control arm 64 has a ?rst end 66 cou 
pled to the sleeve means 20. In the embodiment of the 
invention shownin the drawing, the control arm is cy 
lindrical and to achieve a firm coupling of the control 
arm 66 to the sleeve means 42 it is preferred to incor 
porate a ?llet 68 between the control arm 64 and the 
sleeve means 42 in regions adjacent the ?rst end 66. 
Thus, the control arm 64 is coupled to the sleeve means 
42 in regions adjacent the lower end 46 thereof and, in 
the preferred embodiment of the present invention, is 
coupled to the sleeve means 42 in an axially aligned po 
sition with the inner edge 54 of the leg support 50. 
‘ The control arm 64 has a second end 70 that is adja 
cent the foot rest surface 30 of the foot rest means 26 
and intermediate the pivot edge 34 and outer edge 36 
thereof and intermediate the forward edge 38 and rear 
edge 40 thereof, in the open position shown in FIGS. 
1, 2, 3 and 4. ‘ 
The engagement means 72 is coupled to the foot rest 

means 26 and extends upwardly from the foot rest sur 
face 30 thereof and operatively engages the control 
arm 64. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a preferred form of the engagement 

means 72. As shown on FIG. 5, the engagement means 
72 generally comprises an eyelet 74 pivotally mounted 
on the foot rest means 26 and de?ning a control arm 
accepting aperture 76 therethrough. The control arm 
70 extends through the control arm accepting aperture 
76 and the pivotal motion of the eyelet 74 about its axis 
78 is preferred to minimize the force required to move 
the structure between the open and closed positions. 
However, it will be appreciated, the eyelet means 76 
may be permanently mounted on the foot rest means 
26 in a properly aligned direction with respect to the 
arcuate configuration of the control arm 64 in order to 
achieve the same result. , 

The pivotal motion may be achieved by the utiliza 
tion of, for example, a nut 80 threadingly engaging the 
lower end 82 of the eyelet 74, and a pair of washers 84 
and 86 to allow rotation about the axis 78. Thus, the 
control arm 70 is slideably movable in the control arm 
accepting aperture 76 of the eyelet 74 and the second 
end 70 of the control arm 64 may incorporate a stop 
means, such as the enlarged ball 88, in order to prevent 
an inadvertent displacement of the control arm 64 from 
the control arm accepting aperture 76. 
When it is desired to move the structure from the ?rst 

or open position shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 4, to the 
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6 
second or closed position shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the 
foot rest means 26 may be grasped adjacent the outer 
end 36 thereof and moved upwardly towards the main 
support 12 as is conventionally done in the above 
mentioned wheelchairs incorporating this type of pivot= 
‘ally mounted foot rest means. The engagement means 
72 slides along the control arm 64 simultaneously mov‘ 
ing the sleeve means 42 upwardly along the main sup 
port 12 toward the upper end thereof and rotationally 
about the ?rst axis 18 during at least a portion of the 
movement until the second or closed position is 
reached. The combined rotational and axial motion of 
the sleeve means 42 continues until the position shown 
in FIGS. 6 and 7 is reached wherein the leg support 50 
extends outwardly from the sleeve means 42 substan 
tially parallel to the place of the foot rest 26. 
When it is desired to open the leg rest arrangement 

10 from the closed position to the open position, the 
reverse procedure is followed and! the outer end 36 of 
the foot rest means 26 is moved downwardly rotating 
the foot rest means 26 about the pivot arm 22. The en 
gagement of the engagement means 72 withthe control 
arm 64 moves the sleeve means 42.‘ in an axial direction 
downwardly toward the second end 16 of the control 
arm 12 and rotationally about the ?rst axis 18 to swing 
the leg support 50 outwardly to the ?rst or open posi 
tion. 
This concludes a description of the preferred em 

bodiment of the present invention. From the above, it 
can be seen hat there has been provided a combined 
foot rest and leg support structure for utilization on 
wheelchairs and which may be operatively connected 
together for movement between open and closed posi_ 
tions thereof. The leg support provides adequate sup 
port for the leg of those patients utilizing a wheelchair 
whose lower extremities are paralyzed so that the foot 
is not inadvertently jarred loose from the foot rest sup 
port. The structure of the present invention may be 
readily and conveniently adapted] to existing wheel 
chairs incorporating a pivotally mounted foot rest 
means. 

It will be appreciated that while a. single, arcuate con 
trol arm has been provided to achieve the desired inter 
action between the pivotal motion of the foot rest 
means and the combined rotational and axial move 
ment of the sleeve means to which the leg support is 
coupled, other types of linkages or structures providing 
such cooperation between the two elements may also 
be provided as desired for particular applications. 
Thus, the particular dimensions such as the placement 
of the engagement means 72 of the foot rest means 76 
will be selected from considerations of the particular 
type of control arm or linkage utilized to provide the 
interconnection as well as minimizing interference with 
the placement of the foot of the patient upon the foot 
rest means 26. For the embodiment 10 shown in the 
drawing, the engagement means 72 is approximately 
two inches from the rear edge 40 of the foot rest means 
26 and approximately two inches from the pivot edge 
34 of the foot rest means 26. Different arcuate shapes 
of the control arm 64 or other interacting structure to 
provide the necessary cooperation will require selec 
tion of other positions for the engagement means. 
The following claims are intended to cover all varia' 

tions of the present invention falling within the true 
scope and spirit thereof. 

I claim: ' 
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1. An improved leg rest arrangement for a wheelchair 
comprising, in combination: 
a main support member having a ?rst axis extending 

in a ?rst preselected direction, and said main sup 
port member mountable on a wheelchair; 

a pivot arm having a pivot axis and coupled to said 
main support member, and said pivot arm extend 
ing outwardly therefrom; 

a foot rest means having a foot rest surface, a bottom 
surface, a pivot edge, an outer edge spaced from 
said pivot edge, and a forward edge and a back 
edge extending between said pivot edge and said 
outer edge, and said pivot edge of said foot rest 
means pivotally mounted on said pivot arm for piv 
otal movement about said pivot axis between a ?rst 
open position wherein said foot rest extends from 
said pivot arm to provide a foot rest on said foot 
rest surface thereof, to a second closed position 
wherein said foot rest is substantially adjacent said 
main support member; 

a sleeve means mounted on said support member for 
rotational movement about said ?rst axis thereof 
and reciprocating movement thereon in said ?rst 
preselected direction of said ?rst axis, and having 
a lower end adjacent said pivot arm, and an upper 
end spaced therefrom; I 

a leg support means having an inner end coupled to 
said sleeve means in regions adjacent said upper 
end thereof for pivotal and reciprocating motion 
with said sleeve means, and having an outer end 
spaced froom said inner end, and having a ?rst 
open position extending from said sleeve means 
substantially parallel to said foot rest means and 
substantially aligned with said rear edge of said foot 
rest means for the condition of said foot rest means 
in said ?rst open position thereof, and a second 
closed position in a plane substantially parallel to 
said foot rest surface of said foot rest means for 
said foot rest means in said second position thereof; 

a control arm having a preselected con?guration and 
having a ?rst end coupled to said sleeve means at 
a preselected location thereon intermediate said 
upper end and said lower end thereof, and a second 
end adjacent said foot rest surface of said foot rest 
means at a preselected position thereon intermedi 
ate said pivot edge and said outer edge for the con 
dition of said foot rest means in said open position; 

engagement means coupled to said foot rest means 
and extending from said foot rest surface thereof 
and operatively engaging said control arm for re 
ciprocatingly moving said sleeve means on said 
support member in said preselected direction of 
said ?rst axis thereof, and rotating said sleeve 
means about said ?rst axis, for the condition of 
movement of said foot rest means between said 
?rst position and said second position thereof; and 

anti-rotation means for preventing rotation of said 
sleeve means about said ?rst axis for said leg sup 
port means in said ?rst position. 

2. The arrangement de?ned in claim 1 wherein: 
said engagement means comprises an eyelet means 
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8 
pivotally mounted on said foot rest means and de 
?ning a control arm accepting aperture there 
through; 

said control arm positioned in said control arm ac 
cepting aperture and slideably movable therein; 

said preselected con?guration of said control arm is 
arcuate and said ?rst end thereof is coupled to said 
sleeve means in an axially aligned position with re 
spect to said inner end of said leg support means 
and said control arm extending outwardly and 
downwardly from said sleeve means towards said 
front edge of said foot rest means; and‘ 

said main support is adjacent said rear edge of said 
foot rest means. 

3. The arrangement de?ned in claim 2 wherein: 
said anti-rotation means comprises a pair of tab 
means coupled to said lower end of said sleeve 
means and engaging said pivot arm for said leg sup 
port means in said ?rst position thereof. 

4. The arrangement de?ned in claim 2 and further 
comprising: 

stop means coupled to said second end of said con 
trol arm for retaining said control arm in said aper 
ture in said eyelet means. 

5. The arrangement de?ned in claim 2 wherein: 
said leg support means is adjacent said foot rest sur 
face of said foot rest means for said leg support 
means and said foot rest means in said second posi 
tions thereof; and 

said upper end of said sleeve means is positioned ap 
proximately 6 inches from said foot rest surface for 
said leg support means and said foot rest means in 
said ?rst position thereof. 

6. The arrangement de?ned in claim 5 wherein: 
said leg support means is arcuate and concave 
towards said forward edge of said foot rest means. 

7. The arrangement de?ned in claim 6 wherein:v 
said engagement means is spaced approximately 2 
inches from said rear edge of said foot rest means 
and approximately 2 inches from said pivot axis of 
said pivot arm. ' 

8. The arrangement de?ned in claim 7 wherein: 
said reciprocating movement and said pivotal move 
ment of said sleeve means occur substantially si 
multaneously for at least a part of said movement 
between said ?rst position and said second position 
of said leg support means. 

9. The arrangement de?ned in claim 6 wherein: 
said leg support means has a top edge substantially 

aligned with said upper edge of said sleeve means, 
a bottom edge substantially parallel to said top 
edge and spaced approximately 1 inch therefrom, 
and a length between said inner edge and said outer 
edge thereof of approximately 6 inches. 

10. The arrangement de?ned in claim 9 wherein: 
said anti-rotation means comprises a pair of tab 
means coupled to said lower end of said sleeve 
means and engaging said pivot arm for said leg sup 
port means in said ?rst position thereof. 

* * * * * 
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